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Why It Matters so Greatly: Pew Reports and Empty Pews 

 

Crunching the Numbers 
 
 The Pew Charitable Trust created a reputable research center also named 

after Pew.  I appreciate how the Pew Research Center includes solid statistical work 

on the religious and spiritual life of society.  Sure, there are limitations when       

focusing on numbers apart from the flesh and blood each number represents, but 

numbers are certainly helpful in pointing to trends within our culture.  One study 

was published this week on America’s changing religious environment.   

 The study especially looked at what has happened from 2007 to 2014.  As 

stated in the research the percentage of Americans who identified as evangelical 

Protestants dropped, as did the percentage of Americans who identified as Catholic 

and mainline Protestants.  Mainliners actually saw the greatest drop in self-

identified members.  On the other hand, persons who now identify themselves as 

“religiously unaffiliated” dramatically increased during these past 7 years.  Pew   

estimates that the actual number of religiously unaffiliated persons increased by 19 

million persons since 2007 and now represent a bigger slice of the American     

population than do mainline Protestants or Catholics.   

 I don’t have numbers for the Zeeland/Holland area in regards to these 

changes.  Anecdotally, I know more and more friends and neighbors who seem to 

care less and less about the church and matters of faith.  Some feel burned.  Some 

feel disinterested.  Some feel less welcomed.  I honestly don’t know why others 

now struggle with what it means to be part of the church.  I do know that 19 million 

people is a lot of people in just 7 years.                                                 (Continued on page 2) 
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View from the Pulpit . . .                                   K. Voskuil 

    How do we respond? 
 

First off, we need to realize that ours is a God who refuses to give up on us.  This is best       

exemplified in the person and work of Jesus Christ.  In other words, God isn’t done with us or 

this wider world.  The sending of the Holy Spirit in the events of Pentecost is a great testimony 

to God’s active presence in our midst: healing, holding, transforming, redeeming, confronting, 

comforting, extending mercy, extolling virtue, restoring, and reconciling all things in and 

through Jesus Christ.  While reports like this should stir up some urgency, we should be      

careful not to allow this urgency to be overtaken by anxiety.   

  God is still in control.   

   God will always be in control.   

    We’ve been given the power and promise of the Holy Spirit.   

     We are people of the resurrection.   

      Urgency, not anxiety. 

Secondly, we go deeper and wider with the gospel of Jesus Christ because this is what           

captivates our heart and compels our own soul.  In this regard we don’t need to sell Jesus to 

anyone, nor do we need to try and bait and switch people into heaven.  We bear witness to 

the wider world, including the 19 million people who now consider them-

selves religiously unaffiliated, by sharing what God is doing in our own lives 

and why this matters.  Sometimes this is done through words, and at other 

times this is done through actions.  All of us can do this.  We don’t need PhDs 

in theology to point people to God’s grace.  We don’t need to be masterful 

rhetoricians to simply share the hope that we have in Christ.  We don’t need 

to be trained counselors to provide space for our neighbors and friends to 

share their own thoughts, questions, and doubts either.  What matters is that 

we are being faithful to God by committing ourselves to deepening growth, 

and that we are excited enough by what God is doing so as to love others and 

invite them to join us on the journey.     

 I’m proud that Second Church has had such a long history of             

welcoming others.  I look forward to continuing this commitment while also 

going deeper into this very story that gives us life and purpose.  Let’s be     

honest, there has never been a more important time for us, as a church, to 

deepen our commitment to Christ and to widen our commitment to           

welcoming others who have yet to experience the fuller embrace of God’s 

grace, mercy, and peace. 

                     Urgency, not anxiety.   
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 The deacons have done yeoman’s work in preparing the budget for 

consideration at the congregation meeting that was held on May 3.  Doug 

Barense, Craig Wasson and others have worked especially hard to make the 

budget process as transparent as possible. That was reflected in the helpful 

feedback at the congregational meeting and in your approval of the        

2015-16 budget. 

 The entire consistory discussed orientation of new members,       

seeking to make our consistory as cohesive and purposeful as possible now 

and in the future.  We sense that the life of our church is currently blessed 

by a consistory that works well together, and we pray that we will all grow 

in grace and servanthood as a result.  See “The Culture of Leadership” on 

the fourth page of this edition of Second Reflections. 

 As part of our annual work the Executive Committee favorably      

reviewed Karsten, our Senior Pastor.  We are grateful for the generous and 

able ways that Karsten shares his gifts with us.  Karsten, along with the    

Executive Committee, is also carrying out a review of the remainder of our 

staff.   

      

 

 

 

                  Update on the New Capital Campaign 
 

 I am delighted to announce that your New Capital Campaign committee plans to roll out the            

campaign in September.  To prepare for that we have a lot of work to do.   

 At our meetings we are considering the projects from our previous capital campaign to evaluate how 

they will build the ministry of our church.  Those include rejuvenation and possible improvement of our      

organ, Gathering Place and north entrance improvements, as well as chancel reconfiguration.  We will be 

seeking ideas for additional projects as well.  Additionally, the committee is considering the possibility of    

asking for help from an outside capital campaign  consultant.   

 This is an active and engaged committee.  We welcome your thoughts.  Please speak with any one of 

us.  Committee members are Doug Barense, Ken Bing, Sue Cook, Kathi Carlson and Dave Bosscher.   

                             David Bosscher 

Consistory Considerations  . . .                             Dave Bosscher        
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Following are some thoughts on leadership that we have been discussing among consistory members.  

      

The Culture of Leadership at Second Reformed Church 
 

Each of our consistory meetings over the past months has begun with a reading from Philippians 2:1-11 
which provides a model for how leadership within Body of Christ should look.  Given that the model for 
such leadership is Christ our ability to realize such leadership will never be perfect, but it is our ambition 
and hope that we will continue to move closer to that ideal. 
 

Leadership concepts towards which the consistory strives: 

LEADERS ARE SERVANTS 
        Our leadership is sacrificial, laying our life down.   

 We serve the members and friends of our church, but also the whole world. 
 We serve each other within the consistory. 
 We serve our church staff. 

 IMPLICATIONS:  We listen to each other carefully and intentionally, we seek input from others 
and we are open to ideas other than our own. 

LEADERSHIP IS BROADLY SHARED   
 IMPLICATIONS: There is no one leader and no one leadership group.  We strive for parity        

between the three offices of the consistory (ministers, elders, and deacons), with each office 
having distinct and yet interconnected responsibilities within the overall servant leadership 
of the church.  Certain groups are entrusted with making decisions and moving forward, but        
everyone can add something valuable. Consistory leaders will ask for counsel and help when 
that is advisable. 

LEADERS ARE RELATIONAL 
 Trust and good will are assumed, but are also developed.  
       Relationships require the investment of time and resources. 
 Communication is intentional, transparent and ample. 
 We appreciate similarities and respect differences.   
       Dialogue is careful, honest and does not assume that “I am right”. 

 IMPLICATIONS: We will communicate in careful, respectful and self-effacing ways especially 
when differences exist.  We will seek to build relationships with all other consistory members 
and with our larger membership. 

LEADERS INVEST THE TIME AND ENERGY NEEDED TO SERVE  

 IMPLICATIONS: We will prepare for meetings, complete assignments and be ready to offer our   
assistance when needed. 

LEADERS RECOGNIZE AND HELP DEVELOP GIFTS  
      This is done within the consistory and among our members. 

 IMPLICATIONS: We will look for diverse gifts at all stages of development and will look for ways 
to encourage the blessed use of those gifts. 

Dave Bosscher  


